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ABSTRACT 
 

Online reviews now influence many purchasing decisions. However, the length and significance 

of these reviews vary, especially when reviewers have different criteria for making their 

assessments. In this paper, we present an efficient method for analyzing restaurant reviews on 

the popular review site known as Yelp. We have created an application that uses web scraping, 
natural language processing, and a blacklist to recommend customer favorite dishes from 

restaurants. To test the app, we have conducted a qualitative evaluation of the approach. 

Through analyzing two different ways to obtain Yelp reviews and evaluating our word filtering 

process, we have concluded that an average of 51% of nonfood words are filtered out by the 

blacklist we made. We provide further details of its deployment, user interface design, and 

comparison to the opinion mining field, which utilizes similar tools to make financial market 

predictions based on the perceived public opinion on social media. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Online user reviews provide feedback about a person’s experience with a business [1]. These 
reviews are often written by customers and generally include an overall score based on a 

customer’s experience and expectations with a service or product. As individual user reviews 

often provide assessments based on different criteria, it is necessary to piece together a wide 
range of customer preferences and impressions on different aspects of a service or product to get 

a complete and accurate picture. This way, we are more well informed and aware of the 

contrasting opinions regarding the business. 

 
The internet not only provides easy access to large amounts of information but also serves as a 

global forum and publishing platform [2]. With the rise of fast-paced modern technologies and 
social networks, immediate satisfaction is granted to users because information can quickly be 

found and read. As a result, more customers are using the internet to evaluate and comment on 

services and products [3]. Online website reviews give customers the opportunity to share their 

experiences and express their observations. Through the first-hand perspective of a customer, 
user reviews detail the positives and negatives of an experience. Positive reviews are shown to 

increase revenue, improve a company’s reputation, and boost customer loyalty. While positiv e 

reviews strengthen the reliability and image of a service or product, negative reviews allow for 
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improvement and strengthen credibility. When a business replies to a negative review, the 
business acknowledges the complaint and shows that its values customer feedback. This 

interaction provides an opportunity for a company to demonstrate its principles and reduces the 

impact of negative reviews. 
 

Online user reviews are important as they can influence purchasing decisions and determine the 

reputation of a business [15]. Furthermore, these reviews encourage business and customer 

relationships by allowing businesses to respond to customers and establish trust through customer 

engagement. While reviews provide insight about a service or product, some reviews can be 
extensive or resemble a rant. Although websites have implemented systems to filter out unhelpful 

reviews, not many reviews are removed and most reviews are published onto the internet for 

users to read. However, small business websites tend to lack users in the first place and therefore 
have a low amount of reviews. A limited amount of reviews can mislead users as the few reviews 

dominate the narrative of a service or product. 
 

Luckily, there are websites dedicated to reviewing restaurants and businesses [14]. A popular 
review site known as Yelp consolidates business information and allows customers to easily write 

and read reviews. Large and small businesses alike are given a platform to gain recognition and 

listen to customer feedback. An automated software finds effective reviews and recommends 
highly rated restaurants and businesses. As Yelp’s automated software regularly tweaks itself and 

gathers more reviews, the recommended reviews change over time. In order to simplify and ease 

the task of reading tons of reviews, Yelp implements features known as “Review Highlights” and 

“Popular Dishes”. The “Review Highlights” section points out popular words written in reviews 
and is a quick way for users to discover the main components of a restaurant or business. While 

the highlighted words usually refer to a location, item, or name, some words can be irrelevant or 

unhelpful to users. Another feature is the “Popular Dishes” section. As the name suggests, this 
section is a gathering of reviews and photos of popular foods. However, this feature does not 

show up on all restaurant pages, and the dishes are automatically selected by Yelp’s machine 

learning algorithm. Although Yelp uses algorithms to find popular words and dishes in reviews, 

its sorting process is not always relevant, and the features do not apply to all businesses. To 
improve their algorithms, Yelp has recently partnered with GrubHub to provide full restaurant 

menus. 
 

Since a majority of users seek restaurant information from Yelp, this project focuses on 
facilitating the process of sorting information in restaurant reviews. The approach presented in 

this paper focuses on recommending highly rated food dishes based on Yelp user reviews aided 

by web scraping and sentiment analysis. We have developed Dishcovery, a mobile application 
that allows users to discover the best tasting, most popular foods in nearby restaurants. 
 

Dishcovery uses machine learning to compile Yelp reviews and construct a sentiment analysis 

rating of food items in restaurants. Unlike Yelp which only provides an overall 5-star rating 
system for reviews, Dishcovery ranks individual food dishes in restaurants on a precise decimal 

scale from negative one to one. Using Yelp as a resource to provide restaurant reviews, 

Dishcovery searches for food items and ranks the dishes based on the positive and negative 

comments made in reviews. The mobile application is supported by a back end that collects data 
from Yelp, sorts out food dishes, and creates a numerical rating for each item. The strength of 

Dishcovery is that through the method of web scraping, we are able to apply our application to 

find the recommended items of any customer review-based website. This includes already 
popular websites such as Angie’s List, Trip Advisor, Google My Business and much more. Our 

program can easily expand beyond recommending restaurants on Yelp. Without drastically 

changing the code, our application can compile a list of favorite aspects from a service, trip, or 
company. 
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We have experimented with two different methods to extract user reviews from Yelp. First, we 
tested the Yelp Fusion API that provides free access to over 50 million businesses [11]. We 

initially thought this would be a good way to request the Yelp data. However, the API is 

restrictive and only provides a limited amount of information. For example, API requests are 

capped at 5000 calls per day and only three partial reviews of 160 characters total are provided 
for each call. We contacted Yelp to increase our daily calls and get access to more Yelp reviews, 

but they rejected our request for academic use. These restrictions prevented us from getting 

enough information to run the machine learning algorithms necessary for finding food items. We 
decided to try another method to get more data. Second, we used the Python requests library 

combined with Beautiful Soup to extract all the reviews. Although the Python web scraping gave 

us a plentiful amount of information from the Yelp URL pages, it was difficult to locate all the 
reviews because they were in separate places in the HTML code. By using the Python library 

Beautiful Soup to parse the HTML code, it simplified this process and grouped all the reviews 

together in a list. The list created for each business has more information than the Yelp Fusion 

API and allows for better filtering of the food items. Beautiful Soup provides the best results 
because the Yelp reviews can be quickly found by the HTML tag names and organized together. 

These experiments have helped us find the best way to obtain the Yelp reviews. 
 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the four main challenges and 
limitations we encountered during the making of our program. Section 3 identifies the solutions 

and steps we took to combat the challenges mentioned in Section 2. Section 4 showcases the two 

evaluations we conducted and an analysis of the results; Section 5 cites the relevant related works 
from other authors for further reading as well as comparisons to our own work. At the end in 

Section 6, we conclude the paper, restate the main ideas, and explain the future work of our 

project. 
 

2. CHALLENGES 
 

There are a few of challenges existing in the project. They will be discussed one by one in this 

section. 
 

2.1. Challenge 1: Limited information from Yelp Fusion API 
 

A big part of Yelp’s success stems from obtaining a large amount of user data and business 

information. Since Dishcovery recommends food dishes from restaurant reviews, it also depends 

on abundant data sets. We initially used the restaurant information and user reviews provided by 
Yelp Fusion API through Postman. Although easy to access, the Yelp API limits the amount of 

data developers can view and only provides developers three incomplete reviews for each 

business. The limited reviews do not present a complete picture of a business and provide 
inadequate information necessary for running the natural language processing and sentiment 

analysis machine learning algorithms. As a result, few food items were identified and the 

algorithm inaccurately analyzed the overall sentiment of the reviews. 
 

For example, the restaurant review from Yelp Fusion API provides the text “This is one of my 

favorite restaurants. The food here is so different in a good way. They serve good quality food. 

My favorite things to get from here are…” The review is cut off and the food recommendations 
are not shown. This creates a problem for the machine learning algorithms because there are not 

enough words to analyze and no food items to extract. We addressed this by using the method of 

web scraping to get the full user reviews from Yelp. 
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Figure 1: A limited review from Yelp Fusion API that has its food recommendations cut off. 

 

2.2. Challenge 2: Difficulty identifying food items 
 

Reviews address many aspects of a business or restaurant and contain a lot of information. 

Therefore, it can be difficult to filter out the keywords, like food items and beverages. 

Additionally, slang and typos often confuse the sorting algorithm. For example, words such as 

‘table’ and ‘smile’ are sometimes classified as potential dishes. Although Google Natural 
Language API has a powerful model that identifies parts of speech, it has trouble with sorting out 

nouns and often groups them into the other category. The other category requires more 

implementation of filtering algorithms as it stores the words the natural language processing 
could not identify. For our purposes, the list needs to be shortened and only contain words 

relevant to items on a restaurant menu. We fixed this problem by creating a blacklist of common 

words mistaken by the API to be a dish. The unrelated words in this list will be filtered out, 

leaving the food dishes. 
 

2.3. Challenge 3: Analyzing positive and negative comments 
 

Most restaurant and business reviews have an overall positive or negative tone. Although Yelp’s 
5-star rating system does give us an idea of the reviewer’s opinion, it can occasionally be an 

unreliable indicator of the feelings expressed in a review. For example, every reviewer has 

different criteria for rating a restaurant. One customer may express that the food was great but 
give a three-star review while another customer may express that the food was okay and give the 

restaurant a 5-star review. Looking at potentially inaccurate star ratings could influence the way 

users initially view the restaurant. Thus, we decided to focus on the general sentiment of the 
review instead of using Yelp’s rating system to give us a better understanding of the reviewer’s 

intended tone. Using Google Natural Language API, we evaluated the sentiment analysis of each 

review and ranked each dish on their positive or negative attribution from a precise scale of 

negative one to one. 
 

2.4. Challenge 4: Promotion of app 
 

As a food recommendation program, we wanted Dishcovery to be accessible to the most people 
and decided to make it an app. We started with building the application in Flutter to make it 

available on both the Google Play Store and App Store [12]. Then, we improved the back-end 

data collection to get more information and user reviews. The app has three pages: the main page, 
the search page, and the about page. The main page and search page suggest nearby restaurants 

and show pictures of food items. The about page gives a description of the app itself and 

information about the creators of the app. To promote our app, we decided to create a website. 

However, we were unsure of how to make it available online and how to build a presentable 
website design. We solved this problem by finding a premade theme on Envato Market and 

modifying its HTML code using Sublime Text to fit the Dishcovery app theme [13]. This allowed 

us to share Dishcovery with more online users. 
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3. SOLUTION 
 

We have created Dishcovery, an app that recommends popular restaurant dishes from Yelp 
reviews. When a user selects their desired restaurant or business, information such as pictures and 

user reviews are collected from the Yelp website. The reviews are then filtered by machine 

learning algorithms and a blacklist to find the popular dishes from positive Yelp reviews [9] . A 
JSON file returns the highly recommended food items back to the app for the user to explore. 
 

Main Page: The main page of Dishcovery uses location to recommend the top five most nearby 

restaurants. Each restaurant includes the following details: restaurant name, distance to restaurant 
from current location, average Yelp star rating, average cost of the food items on the menu, and a 

picture of one of the dishes. The information inside each restaurant page includes the top five 

most popular and highly recommended food dishes that are filtered by machine learning 

algorithms addressed later in the paper. 
 

The restaurant and business data come from the Yelp website. Yelp reviews are extracted from 

the actual restaurant Yelp page using the method of web scraping aided by the Python package 

Beautiful Soup [10]. Google Natural Language API and a blacklist sort out the food and drink 
items and rank the sentiment of the items on a scale from negative one to one. A higher score 

means that the item comes from a more positive review. 
 

Search Page: The search page suggests hot searches that are frequently searched by Dishcovery 
users. A small picture and the price of the suggested food items are shown. At the top of the page, 

the search bar can be used to find restaurants. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Overview of Dishcovery 

 
Mobile Application: The front end of the mobile application is developed in Dart, a fast and 

object-oriented language that is used in Flutter apps. Created by Google, Flutter is a UI software 

development package that can be used to make iOS and Android apps. The interface and design 

of the three pages on our app are built in Flutter. The back end consists of using Beautiful Soup, 
Google Natural Language API, and the blacklist we made. 
 

In Beautiful Soup, the program parses through HTML code to find information through tags and 

HTTP headers. As shown later in experiment 1, this web scraping process provides more user 
reviews than using Yelp Fusion API. After the reviews are gathered, we use natural language 

processing to classify food items from the Yelp reviews. We chose the syntax analysis, entity 

analysis, and sentiment analysis from Google Natural Language API because of its powerful deep 
learning models and variety of features. Its ease of access and inexpensive price are also added 

bonuses. The syntax analysis identifies parts of speech and sorts them into different categories. 
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The entity analysis labels words by type, such as person or location. This is helpful for finding 
the nouns and food items in the other category. The sentiment analysis creates a score of the 

feeling expressed in the reviews and determines whether a review has a positive or negative tone. 

Since the purpose of our app is to recommend popular dishes, we programmed the natural 

language processing to only include positive reviews that have a positive sentiment score. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: An analyzed food item returned from Google Natural Language API. 

 

Although the entity analysis categorizes words into different types, many words that cannot be 
identified by the machine learning algorithms are sorted into the other category. Since the food 

items are in this category, we had to make additional parameters to sort them out. We created a 

dictionary of words called the blacklist that stores words unrelated to food dishes. This way, the 

nonfood words are sorted out through the blacklist and remaining words in the other category are 
limited to the food items. However, this filtering method requires a lot of time as we have to 

manually write out all the words in the list. After being refined by the blacklist, the condensed list 

of food words is then returned in a JSON file to the app and shown to the user. 
 

We made a Dishcovery website (dishcovery.app) to promote the services of our app and allow 

users to easily contact us. The design of the website is created with a premade Envato Market 

theme. After transferring the files onto GitHub, we hosted our website on GitHub Pages, 
customized the layout to fit our needs, and bought a domain name. On the main page of the 

website, we have conveniently included links for people to download the iOS and Android 

versions of our app. 
 

4. EXPERIMENT 
 

4.1. Experiment 1: testing Data Retrieval Effectiveness 
 

We have analyzed 50 Yelp restaurant reviews from 5 different cities to evaluate the advantages of 
web scraping with Beautiful Soup over Yelp Fusion API. To count the number of food items, we 
ran the reviews from Beautiful Soup and Yelp Fusion API through the same machine learning 
algorithms. As previously mentioned, Yelp Fusion API only provides an average of 160 
characters for the reviews in each restaurant. This is not enough for the machine learning 
algorithms to find food items or accurately analyze the sentiment of the reviews. The solution is 
web scraping with Beautiful Soup because extracting the full reviews directly from the Yelp 
restaurant website page provides the most updated and accurate results. Our results show that 
Beautiful Soup consistently recommends more food items over Yelp Fusion API. 
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Figure 4: test results of Beautiful soup and Fusion 

 

As shown in Figure 4, there is a significant difference between the number of food items returned 

by Beautiful Soup and Yelp Fusion API. Since Yelp API provides such limited data, the number 
of food items in the reviews is consequently very low. This can be seen by the red line (Yelp 

Fusion API) constantly returning numbers close to 0. The results support our conclusion that 

another solution is required in which more reviews are provided. We used Beautiful Soup to 
maximize the amount of reviews we could obtain from Yelp. By using the data shown in a 

restaurant’s HTML page on Yelp, we were allowed to access a lot more reviews. In comparison 

to Yelp Fusion API, the blue line (Beautiful Soup) constantly outputs an average of 105 food 
items. This disparity shows that the web scraping method proposed fixes the limited amount of 

data Yelp Fusion API provides. 
 

Since the main goal of our app is to recommend customer favorite food dishes to users, it is 
important that the recommendations are accurate. To ensure that unrelated words are not mixed in 

with the recommendations, we have manually created a blacklist to filter out those unrelated 

words. In our second experiment, we tested the effectiveness of the blacklist by collecting 

samples from 50 different restaurants in 5 different locations to ensure the reliability of the final 
food recommendations. The experiment data can also serve as a future reference for retrieval 

improvement to the blacklist. The outlier, being the difference of 77.6 in ‘City 2’, shows that we 

could filter out more unrelated words. 
 

4.2. Experiment 2: Reliability of Blacklist and Retrieval Improvement 
 

Experiment 2 focuses on measuring the effectiveness and reliability of the added blacklist. Food 
items in Yelp reviews from 50 restaurants in 5 different cities are collected and averaged. The 

numbers in the ‘Without Blacklist’ column signify the mean amount of dish words the algorithm 

finds from the restaurant reviews in each city, including all unrelated words that the algorithm 

picked up on as well. The numbers in the ‘Blacklist’ column include the mean amount of dish 
words in each city NOT including the unrelated words that have been filtered by the blacklist. 

Through the results of experiment 2, we have found that the blacklist is very effective in filtering 

out words that are not food dishes. In some cases, the blacklist even blocks out more than half of 
the original words in the retrieval sample. This can be seen in the ‘Difference’ column, which 

shows how many unrelated words the blacklist has filtered out. 
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The results of both experiments prove that our proposed solutions are valid and beneficial to the 

application. In experiment 1, we tested the effectiveness of using Beautiful Soup and Yelp Fusion 
API to output the food words found in the Yelp reviews. We concluded that the web scraping 

with Beautiful Soup always produced more food words than Yelp Fusion API. The low word 

count from Yelp Fusion API is attributed to the restrictions from Yelp of only providing three 

review excerpts for each restaurant. By using Beautiful Soup instead, we are able to gather more 
reviews and return additional food items. Another experiment analyzed the reliability of the 

blacklist we created to filter out non-food words. In the results from experiment 2, the large 

difference between using the blacklist and not using the blacklist was expected because the 
blacklist is a very long list that encompasses most of the common unrelated food words. The data 

from this experiment confirmed that the blacklist did improve the relevancy of the food items by 

a large margin and the reliability of the app overall. 
 

5. RELATED WORK 
 

There are many methods of applying sentiment analysis in online social platforms to observe 

public opinion and predict potential sways in financial markets [4] [5] [6]. Although both the 

opinion mining project and Dishcovery use sentiment analysis for prediction, Dishcovery web 
scrapes from Yelp while the opinion mining project scrapes from Twitter. These two platforms, 

though formatted similarly in short paragraphs of user input, are functionally distinct and have 

different algorithms of correlation and accuracy contributing to the final prediction. Both 

programs are bound to have inaccuracies because they scrape solely from one platform. Public 
sentiment on Twitter is likely to be different from public sentiment on other social media 

platforms, so stock market changes cannot be determined from Twitter alone. Similarly, there are 

other restaurant review websites aside from Yelp that may have different review sentiment. 
 
This paper highlights the use of web-scraping software in searching for grey literature, referring to 

any research that is either unpublished or non-commercially published [7]. Since searching for 
grey literature online is often “time-consuming” and “challenging”, web scraping can be very 
useful in “extracting data from multiple pages of search results.” Unlike Dishcovery, the grey 
literature search is not limited to any particular website and does not use sentiment analysis to 

recommend users particular literature. Instead, it finds patterns in the documents to extract. 
Dishcovery is confined to scraping on Yelp and analyzes the sentiment of reviews. Although the 
main purpose of these projects is dissimilar, they both use web scraping to gather the bulk of their 
data. 

 

Although similar to the first related work, this paper discusses the importance and potential for 
polarity detection and gives more of a general overview of opinion mining. Like Dishcovery, 
opinion mining would likely utilize both web scraping and sentiment analysis to make predictions 
[8]. Though opinion mining can be extremely helpful in the financial sector, its predictions need 
to be very accurate and political and social preferences cannot be determined from the internet 
alone. The same hurdle applies to Dishcovery: although Yelp plays a big role 
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in public sentiment for the restaurant experience, good dishes cannot be predicted from Yelp 
alone. Word of mouth is still very much prevalent, which simply cannot be accounted for in 
opinion mining or Yelp recommendations. 

 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this paper, we have proposed a simple and efficient way for people to discover food dishes 
from different restaurants. Our mobile app encourages users to visit local restaurants and go out of 
their comfort zones to try food items from different cuisines. Aided by data from Yelp, this 
application gathers reviews, analyzes the overall tone of the reviews, and filters out the popular 
dishes. 
 

Some of the challenges we faced when making our app include having access to too few Yelp 
reviews and having difficulty identifying food items. To address these problems and further 

elaborate on the methods we used to solve them, we performed two evaluations. Our first 
evaluation of the different approaches to obtain and analyze user reviews shows that Beautiful 

Soup consistently returns more food items than Yelp Fusion API. To illustrate, the average 
amount of food words Beautiful Soup analyzes is 105.7 while the average amount Yelp Fusion 

API analyzes is 3.6. The increased amount of data provided by Beautiful Soup allows for more 
accurate sentiment analysis of user reviews. In our other evaluation, we found that the blacklist 

does a good job of removing nonfood words and improves the accuracy of the output. Our results 
show that the filtering process filters out an average of 51% of the unrelated words from Google 

Natural Language API. Both of the results in our evaluations, as provided in Figure 5 and Table 1, 
prove that using web crawling with Beautiful Soup and the blacklist we made are useful solutions 

for the challenges we initially encountered. 
 

For future work, we plan to improve our food sorting method and blacklist. We noticed that the 
word sorting groups in Google Natural Language API are too broad for the purposes of our app, 

so other natural language processing services can potentially be used to improve the efficiency of 
sorting. Although the current approach is applying a blacklist for narrowing down the food words 
from Google Natural Language API, this method is inefficient and requires us to look through the 
result output. Furthermore, it is impossible for the blacklist to filter out all the nonfood items from 

the Yelp reviews. 
 

In the future, Dishcovery could be capable of identifying bots and fake negative reviews by 
competing restaurants. Also, we are considering creating a machine learning algorithm that learns 
to identify food items and works alongside the natural language processing service. This will 
improve the accuracy of the list of food words for each restaurant and possibly eliminate the 
blacklist. Thus, a more effective and adaptable solution could be implemented. 
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